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* VAT included
Create new opportunities and enhance meetings, presentations and learning experiences with the new interactive touch
projector wall and bring collaboration to both class rooms and conference rooms alike. Combine multiple projectors into
an ultra-wide, up to 6.5 m* full screen size interactive wall space on any surface.
The integrated infrared touch capability allows several people to enjoy simultaneous seamless interaction with pens and
fingers across the entire screen area without limitation from borders.
Interactivity is key - Multi-Pen / Multi-Touch Solution
The interactive multi-pen modules (NP03Wi/NP04Wi ) and the Multi-Touch module (NP01TM ) in combination with
NECs ultra-short-throw projectors (U- / UM-Series) transforms any existing flat surface into a borderless interactive
workspace. The projector's integrated infrared camera system enables easy setup and calibration of the entire wall and
manages interactivity.
Benefits include:
- Multi-Pen & Multi-Touch support including gestures (255 touch points)
- High responsiveness and performance
- Fast and easy auto-calibration
- Existing surfaces and boards can be used
Impressive Ultra-Wide Screen Projection
Create a seamless ultra-wide screen with up to four projectors with Scalable Desktop NEC Edition Edge Blending
Software.
Benefits include:
- Edge Blending setup with integrated projector cameras for easy recalibration
- One-button push auto recalibration (short cut button)
- Maximum flexibility to individually configure your screen size
Just one click to recalibrate Interactive Wall
Use the one-button push auto recalibration functionality of the Interactive Wall Manager to easily readjust edge blending
and touch accuracy. Alternatively, use the scheduler or network control commands.
Benefits include:
- One-button push auto recalibration (short cut button)
- Configure your individual hot keys according to your needs
- Ease of use interface making your user life much more convenient

Collaborative Solution DisplayNote NEC Edition (optional)
DisplayNote is a software and app solution which allows presenters to share any presentation to participants on their
mobile, tablet or desktop device. Participants can capture content, make notes and the presenter can invite them to
collaborate and share their screens with the rest of the group.
Main specifications:

License
License quantity:

1 user(s)

Features
Software version:
Supported protocols:

NEC Edition
NEC UM351Wi, U321Hi
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